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2024 Entegra Coach Esteem XL 32U $190
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Description 2024 Entegra Coach Esteem XL 32U, $291,095 *MSRP is subject to change by
manufacturer Entegra Coach Esteem XL Super C Diesel 32U Highlights: King Bed
Jack-Knife Sofa Cabover Bunk Outside Entertainment Skylight in Shower ? A
perfect get-a-way coach for you and your guests with sleeping space for six
thanks to the cabover bunk with a 750 lb. capacity and the 68" jack-knife sofa.?
You could choose the theater seat option in place of the jack-knife sofa if you
didn't need the added sleeping space.? Each morning and night you will enjoy the
30" x 36" shower with skylight for getting cleaned up.? The kitchen will allow you
to easily create great meals just like home with a? Furrion cooktop and oven ,
residential microwave, and there is a 10 cu. ft. refrigerator and pantry for food
storage.? The walk-around king bed will be a welcome retreat at night, and there
is a full wardrobe along the back wall for your things.? Add an optional TV and you
can enjoy late night movies in bed. This unit also allows you to enjoy the outdoors
with a 20' awning and outside entertainment center.? Note: you can choose a 15
cu. ft. optional refrigerator in place of the 10 cu. ft. if you like. ? Start all of your
journey's with one of these Esteem XL super C diesel motorhomes by Entegra
Coach!? You will appreciate the 4x4 chassis for all types of terrain, plus E-Z Drive
Elite with Hellwig helper springs and a heavy-duty rear stabilizer bar for a smooth
ride!? The included Customer Value package provides automatic hydraulic
leveling jacks , frameless windows, an electric awning with LED lights for use both
day and night, plus a Firefly Multiplex system with wall-mounted touchscreen and
mobile app use for total coach control in one spot. You will also love the exterior
LED HD Smart TV with two, high-output marine-grade exterior speakers so you
can enjoy as much time outside as you like.

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 21149051
VIN Number: 35020-21149051
Condition: New
Length: 34
Slideouts: 2
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